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Start Menu

Keyboard shortcuts

Account
Click to switch to another
account, lock the computer,
or sign out

Named Groups
Tiles are organized
into groups

Live Tiles
Click a tile to
open an app

Basic Commands
Start Menu

Most frequently
used apps

File Explorer
Settings
Power
All Apps

Copy a Folder/File

Ctrl + C

Cut a Folder/File

Ctrl + X

Paste a Folder/File

Ctrl + V

Cortana (speech)

+C

Cortana (text)

+S

Actions Center

+A

Task View

+ Tab

Close App

Alt + F4

Lock computer

+L

Print

Start button
Cortana
Click here to open Search for apps, files, or folders by typing in
the Start menu
keywords, or saying the terms you’re looking for

Ctrl + P

File Explorer

+E

Run dialog box

+R

Start Menu

Apps

Settings Shortcuts

 To Open the Start Menu: Click the Start button. Or,

 To Launch an App: Find and click the app’s tile on
the Start menu. Or, select All Apps from the Start
Menu and select the app you want to open.

Open Settings

+I

Devices pane

+K

 Jump to Different Apps: In the All Apps list click a
letter header, then select another letter, to display all
of the apps that begin with that letter.

Sharing pane

+H

Display options for
second screen

+P

Quick Link menu

+X

press

.

 To Resize App Tile on the Start Menu: Right-click
a tile, click Size and select a size.
 To Rearrange Tiles: Tiles are organized into groups
of related apps. Drag a tile to a new location in a
group, or drag it between groups to start a new
group.

 To Search for an App: Click within the Search field

 To Remove a Tile from the Start Menu: Right-click

 To View All Installed Apps: Select All Apps from

 To Add a Tile to the Start Menu: Right-click the

 To Close an App: Click the Close button in the top-

Desktop

+D

 To Stop Updating an App’s Live Tile: Right-click
an app’s tile and click Turn live tile off.

 To Jump to an Open App: Click the Task View

Maximize

+

Minimize/Restore

+

the tile and click Unpin from Start.
app and select Pin to Start.

 To Search for Files or Apps: Click within the
Search field and type a keyword for the file or app.
Search results are displayed in the menu.
 To Rename Live Tile Groups: Click the Live Tile
group’s name, and type in a new name.
 To Lock Your Computer: Click the Account button
and select Lock.
 To Sign Out of Windows: Click the Account button
and select Sign Out.

and type a keyword for the app.
the Start Menu.

right corner of the app. Or, press Alt + F4.

+ Tab. Note: Right-click an app
button. Or, press
and click Close to close it.
 To Install an App: Install apps from the Windows
Store, media such as DVDs, or download from the
Internet.
 To Uninstall an App: Click the Start button and
select Settings from the Start Menu. Click the
System category and select Apps & features.
Select the app that you want to install and click the
Uninstall button.

 To Switch Users: Click the Account button and
select another user account.

Desktop shortcuts

Switch between apps Alt + Tab
Minimize all windows

+M

Snap app to left

+

Snap app to right

+

New Desktop

+ Ctrl + D

Close Current Desktop

+ Ctrl + F4

Switch Desktops

+ Ctrl +  / 

 To Change Account Settings: Click the Account
button and select Change Account Settings.
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File Explorer

Desktop
Cortana:
Click to open Cortana
to search for items.

Window preview:
Point to the program icon on the taskbar. Click
a preview thumbnail to view the window.
Program icon: Click to
open the program.
Rearrange icons by
clicking and dragging.
Show Desktop button:
Point or click here to
make open windows
invisible.

Task View button: Click to view
all of the open windows in Task
View.

Notification area: The Action
Center, clock, and other system
icons are located here.

Address bar
Displays the location of the
folder that is currently open

Search box
Enter keywords to
search the folder.

Ribbon
Displays buttons
and menus for
common
commands
Navigation Pane
Provides quick
navigation to
folders and files.
Browse to favorite
locations, libraries,
OneDrive, This PC,
and the network

 To Peek at Open Windows: Point to a program icon on the taskbar. Point at
the resulting thumbnail preview to peek at the window.

Title bar
Click and drag to
move the window

Display Settings
Choose how you want the content
within the File Explorer to display

 To Minimize Other Windows: Press

Action Center

 To Compare Windows Side by Side: Click and drag a window's title bar to

 To Display Notifications: Click the Notifications icon on the taskbar, or
swipe in from the right side of the screen on a touchscreen, to open the
Notification Center.

 To Maximize an Open Window: Click the window's Maximize window. Or,

 Collapse Actions Center: Click Collapse to collapse the actions down to
only the top row. The top row can be customized in the Settings app, so
you can control which four actions are available when the list is collapsed.

+ Home. Or, click and shake a
window's title bar quickly from side to side.

the right side of the screen, and select a window thumbnail for the left side of
the screen. Or, press
+  or
+ .

press

+ .

 To Switch Between Apps: Press Alt + Tab to move quickly between open
programs and windows on the desktop. Or, press
View, and select a window thumbnail.

+ Tab to open Task

 To Access Settings: Click the Start button and select Settings from the
Start menu.

 To Pin a Program to the Taskbar: Pin your favorite desktop apps to the

taskbar so you can open them from within the desktop. Open the program you
want to pin, right-click the program icon on the taskbar and select Pin this
program to taskbar.

Settings and Personalization
 To Personalize your PC: Click the Start button, select Settings from the

Start menu, and click the Personalization category from the Settings app.

 Change Background – Choose built-in colors and pictures, or use your own.
Select more than one picture to start a slide show.
 Change Colors – Change window color and transparency.
 Change Lock screen: Change the image that appears when the screen is
locked.

 Available actions include:
o All Settings: Opens the Settings app.
o Airplane Mode: Toggling on will turn off all radios.
o Battery Saver: Toggles battery saver mode, dimming the screen and
applying other settings to save power.
o Bluetooth: Toggles Bluetooth radio on/off.
o Brightness: Adjusts your screen’s brightness between 100%, 75%
50%, and 25%.
o Connect: Connects to wireless devices (ie. Bluetooth).
o Location: Toggles location services on/off.
o Note: Opens a new note in MS OneNote.
o Quiet Hours: A Do Not Disturb mode which blocks notifications
from appearing.
o Rotation Lock: Locks portrait or landscape views in tablet
computers.
o Tablet Mode: Toggles tablet mode, which makes the computer act
more like Windows 8 and includes full-screen apps, bigger touch
targets, the Start Screen replaces the Start Menu, etc.
o VPN : Displays VPN settings in the Settings app.
o WiFi: Toggles wifi on/off (not used to find a network).

Cortana

 Change Start: Change what apps appear on the Start Menu.
 Change Themes: Change Windows’s color scheme.

For Personal Use Only
Contact Us at info@customguide.com for organizational use.



Cortana allows you to search for apps, files, or folders by typing in
keywords, or saying the terms you’re looking for.



You can use Cortana’s speech recognition by clicking the microphone
button and saying the terms you’re looking for.



To open Cortana, click in the Cortana field to the right of the Start button.



Cortana will display the results that she thinks are relevant.



You can control your search results in Cortana’s Notebook.
© 2016 CustomGuide

Internet searching
Higham and Rushden U3A

Ever wondered how many websites are there in the world right now?
The answer is about 1,184,000,000 (as of end of April 2017): about 50 million more are created each year.
The number of individual pages indexed by Google is close to 24 billion, suggesting that the average
website has between 20 and 30 pages. There are many sites with only a few pages, but also some with
literally thousands or even millions of pages (BBC, Facebook, Twitter, Amazon, eBay to name just a few).

(www.internetlivestats.com) is well worth a look, by the way.

All of this means that searching for elusive (or even mainstream) information on the internet can be a very
frustrating exercise. In this presentation we aim to give you some pointers on how to refine your searches to
get more accurate results more quickly. The search operators outlined in the presentation are all taken from
Google documentation but should work with most other search engines.

Most web browsers have a search box which can be configured to use virtually any search engine. The default search
engine in Microsoft Edge and Internet Explorer is Bing, Microsoft’s own search engine. Google is the default in
Chrome (Google’s own browser) and in Safari, while Yahoo is the default in Firefox. Google is the most popular search
engine around the world, to the extent that it has become a verb in English. It is not necessarily the best search
engine, however, and we recommend that you try different engines to ascertain which best suits you.
Another thing to bear in mind is that search engines are commercial and earn their money through advertising. This
means that the first results of any search are often advertisements for something with a vague connection to what
you searched for, rather than what you actually wanted to find. There is one possible solution to this in Google,
which has a button called “I’m Feeling Lucky”, and the theory is that this will take you to what Google thinks you are
searching for, bypassing the adverts.
Note that the
button is not available if you use
the search box built in to your
browser. You need to navigate to
www.google.co.uk to be able to
use it.

If you search for “Jim Morrison” in Google, the first results will all relate to the former lead singer of The Doors.
Searching for “Jim Morrison –Doors” removes many of
those results (although bizarrely leaves his pictures in
the Images results) and the top results now relate to the
City of London police officer murdered in 1991.

Changing the search terms to “Jim Morrison –Doors -policeman” leaves the same pictures at the top but now
shows 2 results for the singer James Morrison and one for a former baseball player called Jim Morrison.

The lesson here is simple: if your search
brings back many irrelevant results, it is
possible to refine the search by using a
minus sign in front of terms defining
things you do not want to see. You
could refine this search still further by
adding “-baseball” to the end, for
example.

On the next few slides we will look at
other ways to refine your search to get
rid of at least some of the dross.

Some basic examples of search terms
This Search

Finds Pages Containing...

biking Italy
recycle steel OR iron
"I have a dream"
salsa –dance
Louis "I" France
castle ~glossary
fortune-telling
define:imbroglio

the words biking and Italy
information on recycling steel or recycling iron
the exact phrase I have a dream
the word salsa but NOT the word dance
information about Louis the First (I), weeding out other kings of France
glossaries about castles, as well as dictionaries, terminology, etc.
all forms of the term, whether spelled as a word, a phrase, or hyphenated
definitions of the word imbroglio from the Web

These are relatively simple ways to refine your search. Probably the most common variation is the use of the
minus sign shown on the previous slides, but the use of quotation marks to indicate that you want the whole
phrase is also common.

Other useful operators for refining a search include:
filetype:(or ext:)
link:
site:
location:
source:
cache:
related:
inurl:
allinurl:
movie:

e.g. gov.uk filetype:pdf
e.g. link:amazon.com
e.g. Halloween site:gov.uk
e.g. Queen location:Canada
e.g. Rome source:The Times
e.g. cache:www.bbc.co.uk
e.g. related:cricket
e.g. ISA inurl:money
e.g. allinurl: porsche shop
e.g. movie:Black Hole

will search for pdf documents on the gov.uk website
finds websites with links to Amazon.com
finds references to Halloween on the gov.uk website
finds news articles about the Queen in Canada
will bring back Times articles about Rome
will bring back an older version of the BBC site
finds pages related to cricket
looks for “ISA” in pages with “money” in the URL
finds websites where the url contains the searched words
finds pages about the film “The Black Hole”

In a recent lesson we discovered that holding the Windows key and pressing the full stop opened the
emoji keyboard (and in fact the Windows key & semicolon combination does the same). Let’s have a look
at a few more of the less obscure keyboard shortcuts using the Windows key.
• If you are using your computer in a public area and need to leave it unattended you can lock it very
quickly with the Windows key and L.
• You may remember that there is a tiny area at the extreme right of the taskbar where hovering the
mouse cursor allows you to “peek” at the desktop. Windows key and comma does this too.
• If the text or image on your screen is too small to see or read properly, you can open the Magnifier app
with the Windows key and the plus sign.
• An extremely useful shortcut is to hold down the Windows key and Shift key at the same time and
press S. This allows you to take a screenshot of a selected part of your screen, rather than using the
print screen key and then having to crop the resulting image.
And a final few shortcuts which may come in useful if you prefer the keyboard to a mouse.

• Windows key and E opens File Explorer,
• Windows key and I opens the Settings menu, and
• Windows key and S opens a search box.

Hyperlinks in MS Office
Screenshots are taken from Office 2013. Earlier and later versions may look slightly different.
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What are hyperlinks?
Often simply referred to as a link, a hyperlink is an icon, graphic, or text in a document that links to another file or
object. These are most commonly found on the internet, which uses hyperlinks to link trillions of pages and files to
one another: without them you would need to know the URL for every page on the Internet. It is also possible to
create a link to a different portion of the same web page: the Groups page of our own U3A website has a series of
links to let visitors move up or down the page without having to scroll.

Hyperlinks on the web are normally shown in blue underlined text, like this. Depending on who has created the web
page, however, the font and colour may be different and may also change both when you hover over a link and once
you have clicked on it. Often, though not always, hovering over a hyperlink will open a dialogue box advising where
it leads.
It is also possible to add hyperlinks in documents created using Microsoft Office applications such as Word, Excel,
PowerPoint and Publisher, and it is these that we will be looking at in this presentation. (On the assumption that not
many of the group will have a website, and that those who do will already know how to create hyperlinks.)

So where might we want to use a hyperlink in an Office document?
• Most commonly, in any office program, to link to a web page, e-mail address or external document.
• In Excel, in a workbook with many worksheets, to link to sheets whose tabs are not visible when the workbook is
opened.
• In PowerPoint or Publisher to link to any external content such as a pdf document containing additional
information.
• One of the most common uses, however, particularly in large Word documents, is to hyperlink entries in a table
of contents to the relevant chapters in the same document. It is very much easier to click on a hyperlink to get
to Chapter 23 than it is to scroll down through 70 or 700 more pages.
• For large documents of more than 30 pages, it is good practice to include “Back” hyperlinks to enable the reader
to return quickly to the table of contents.

(Internal and external hyperlinks created in a Word document are normally preserved when the document is
saved as a pdf. On rare occasions, however, they are not, and to remedy this the pdf document will need to be
re-created. During the “Save as pdf” process, after selecting the "Minimize size (Publishing Online)" check box,
click on the "Options" button and then in the resulting dialogue box, uncheck the "ISO 19005-1 compliant
(PDF/A)" check box.)

Let’s have a look at how to create a hyperlink. We will use Excel, first of all.
We need to open the hyperlink dialogue box by highlighting the text we want to use as the trigger for the hyperlink,
by using one of these options:
• Selecting the Hyperlink option from the 'Insert' tab of the Excel ribbon:

• Right-clicking the text and selecting “Hyperlink”:

• Using the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + K.
Any of these three options will open up the Insert Hyperlink dialog box, shown on the next slide.

The Insert Hyperlink dialogue box looks like this:

The default is to link to
a file or web address.
An existing file can be
located using the
normal navigation
highlighted in red.
Web pages can be
selected by clicking on
“Browsed Pages” or by
typing the full address
(URL) in the “Address”
field.
The next slide shows how to insert an e-mail address.

After clicking on “E-mail address” in the left-hand column you will see that you will need to type in the email address in the appropriate field or select it from the list of recently used addresses. We believe,
however, that these are addresses used recently in the current Office application (Excel in this case) rather
than in your e-mail program.

We said earlier that this presentation would look at hyperlinking to other places in the same
document, so let us now do so.

The dialogue box above is for Excel, and you will see that you can select from all the available
sheets, and also choose a cell reference on the destination sheet.

The dialogue box in PowerPoint looks like this. You will see that you can easily link to any other slide in
the presentation.

We said earlier that one of the most common uses was to link from a table of contents to the relevant chapters or
sections of text in Word. There is an extra step in the process in Word, however: before you can create the hyperlinks
you need to create what Word refers to as Bookmarks.
To do this, follow these steps:
1. Save the document on which you are working.
2. Select the text or the image that you want to use as the destination
for the hyperlink, such as the chapter or section heading.
3. Click the Insert tab on the ribbon.

4. In the Links group, click Bookmark.
5. The Bookmark dialogue box, shown on the right, will open.
6. In the Bookmark name box, type a unique name for the bookmark,
and then click Add (the button circled in green, greyed out in this
screenshot).

You will need to repeat this process for each bookmark. Note that the
latest bookmark name will always appear in the “Bookmark name:”
field. You must change this before proceeding, by overtyping this with
the next bookmark name, before clicking “Add”.

Once you have created your bookmarks and given them meaningful names, it is time to go back to the top of
the document and start inserting the hyperlinks.
Let’s assume the top of your document looks something like this:

If we highlight the text “Chapter 1” we can then add a hyperlink using one of the methods we
learned about earlier:
• Right-click and select Hyperlink
• Select the Hyperlink option from the 'Insert' tab of the ribbon
• Use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + K
Any of these actions will open the Insert Hyperlink dialogue box shown on the next slide.

Needless to say, rather than the default “Existing File or Web Page” we need to click on “Place
in This Document” and the dialogue box should now look like this:

We can now select the target of the hyperlink by
choosing the appropriate bookmark from the list
in the central field of the dialogue box.

The dialogue box will then close and the
top of your document will have a hyperlink
to Chapter 1 as shown here on the right:

Simply repeat for all the other headings in the table of contents, or other links you wish to insert.

We mentioned right at the beginning that it is good practice in very large documents to include hyperlinks
to allow the reader to jump back to the beginning of the document.
The Insert Hyperlink dialogue box in Word makes this very simple by including by default “Top of the
Document” above any Bookmarks you have created.
All you need to do is insert a
graphic or text (such as “back to
table of contents”) at
appropriate places throughout
your document, hyperlinking
each to “Top of the Document”.
In fact, once you have chosen the
trigger text or graphic and
hyperlinked back to the top, you
can simply copy that hyperlink
and paste it wherever else you
want in the document.
If you create a very large document you may also wish to consider creating hyperlinks at the end of each section to
take the reader back to the top of the section as well as to the beginning of the document.

Keyboard shortcuts
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There are many ways to do certain things in Windows and in Office applications, and perhaps the
most useful of these involve using the keyboard rather than the mouse. Most keyboard shortcuts
involve holding down either the Control (Ctrl) key or the Windows
key (and sometimes the
shift or Alt key as well), then pressing another key.

Normally this requires using one or two fingers of the left hand to hold down whichever keys are
needed on the left of the keyboard while pressing the last key in the combination.

Let’s start with the shortcuts using the Ctrl key. Some of these can be used to format text as follows:
•
•
•
•

Ctrl and B will make text bold,
Ctrl and I will italicize text,
Ctrl and U will underline text, and
Ctrl and E will centre text.

There is also a set of combinations for copying, cutting and pasting:
• Ctrl and C will copy the selected item or text,
• Ctrl and X will cut the selected item or text, and
• Ctrl and V will paste whatever was previously cut or copied.
The other common combinations are:
•
•
•
•
•

Ctrl and A to select all the text or objects,
Ctrl and Z to undo the last action,
Ctrl and Y to redo the last action,
Ctrl and home to go to the start of the page or document, and
Ctrl and end to go to the end of the page or document.

In a recent lesson we discovered that holding the Windows key and pressing the full stop opened the
emoji keyboard (and in fact the Windows key & semicolon combination does the same). Let’s have a look
at a few more of the less obscure keyboard shortcuts using the Windows key.
• If you are using your computer in a public area and need to leave it unattended you can lock it very
quickly with the Windows key and L.
• You may remember that there is a tiny area at the extreme right of the taskbar where hovering the
mouse cursor allows you to “peek” at the desktop. Windows key and comma does this too.
• If the text or image on your screen is too small to see or read properly, you can open the Magnifier app
with the Windows key and the plus sign.
• An extremely useful shortcut is to hold down the Windows key and Shift key at the same time and
press S. This allows you to take a screenshot of a selected part of your screen, rather than using the
print screen key and then having to crop the resulting image.
And a final few shortcuts which may come in useful if you prefer the keyboard to a mouse.

• Windows key and E opens File Explorer,
• Windows key and I opens the Settings menu, and
• Windows key and S opens a search box.

